Abstract. We study Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces that are generated by continuous, subharmonic exhaustion functions on a domain Ω ⊂ C, that is bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. Different from Poletsky & Stessin's work these exhaustion functions are not necessarily harmonic outside of a compact set but have finite Monge-Ampére mass. We have showed that functions belonging to Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces have a factorization analogous to classical Hardy spaces and the algebra A(Ω) is dense in these spaces as in the classical case ; however, contrary to the classical Hardy spaces, composition operators with analytic symbols on these Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces need not always be bounded.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to study the behavior of the Hardy spaces H p u (Ω) defined by Poletsky-Stessin in 2008, in a setting where Ω is a domain in C containing 0, bounded by an analytic Jordan curve and u is a continuous subharmonic exhaustion function for Ω which has finite Monge-Ampére mass but not necessarily harmonic out of a compact set. The main interest in Poletsky-Stessin's work ( [4] ) is to study the behavior of these new spaces when the exhaustion function, say ϕ is harmonic out of a compact set (i.e the measure △ϕ has compact support) whereas our main focus will be on these Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces where the associated exhaustion function u has finite mass but the measure △u does not have compact support. One of the main consequences of this choice of exhaustion function is that the new Hardy spaces and the classical ones do not coincide and so that we have new Banach spaces to be explored inside the classical Hardy spaces. Throughout this study we will discuss some properties of classical Hardy spaces that can be generalized to this extent like factorization and approximation also as far as the composition operators on these Hardy spaces are concerned we will see that these classes behave different than the classical Hardy spaces. Now we will briefly discuss the content of this paper. In Section 1 we will first give the definitions of classical spaces on Ω, namely Hardy and Hardy-Smirnov classes and then we will give the necessary background information about the construction of the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (Ω). We will also introduce Demailly's Lelong-Jensen formula which is one of the most powerful tools that we use in our results. We will then compare all those classes of holomorphic functions and will see that Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces are not always equal to the classical ones. Main results of this study are given in the following sections, in the first one we will characterize Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes H p u (Ω) through their boundary values and the corresponding Monge-Ampére boundary measure. This boundary value characterization will enable us to prove factorization properties analogous to classical case and next we will show the algebra A(Ω) is dense in these spaces. Finally we will examine the composition operators induced by holomorphic self maps and we will see that even on the simplest of such domains , namely the unit disc, not all composition operators are bounded contrary to the classical Hardy space case.
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Poletsky-Stessin Hardy Spaces on Domains Bounded By An Analytic Jordan Curve
In this section we will give the preliminary definitions and some important results that we will use throughout this paper. Let Ω be a domain in C containing 0 and bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. There are different classes of holomorphic functions studied by various authors on domains in C, here we will mention first the classical Hardy space H p (Ω) which is defined as follows:
The second class we will mention is the Hardy-Smirnov class E p (Ω) : A holomorphic function f on Ω is said to be of class E p (Ω) if there exists a sequence of rectifiable Jordan curves C 1 , C 2 , .. in Ω tending to boundary in the sense that C n eventually surrounds each compact subdomain of Ω such that
), Poletsky & Stessin introduced new Hardy type classes of holomorphic functions on a large class of domains in C n (see also ([1])) but our focus will be the domains in C containing 0 and bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. Before defining these new classes let us first give some preliminary definitions. Let ϕ : Ω → [−∞, 0) be a negative, continuous, subharmonic exhaustion function for Ω. Following Demailly define pseudoball:
and pseudosphere: S(r) = {z ∈ Ω : ϕ(z) = r} , r ∈ [−∞, 0), and set ϕ r = max{ϕ, r} , r ∈ (−∞, 0).
In ( [2] ) Demailly introduced the Monge-Ampére measures in the sense of currents as :
These measures are supported on S(r) and dd c ϕ = 1 4 △ϕdzdz in C. Demailly had proved a general formula in ( [3] ) called Lelong-Jensen Formula which is a fundamental tool used in most of the results and in our setting it is given as follows: Theorem 1.1. Let r < 0 and φ be a subharmonic function on Ω then for any negative, continuous, subharmonic exhaustion function u
One of the main results of this study is to characterize the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces through their boundary values and for this we also need boundary measures introduced by Demailly in ( [3] ). Now let ϕ : Ω → [−∞, 0) be a continuous subharmonic exhaustion for Ω. And suppose that the total Monge-Ampére mass is finite, i.e.
Then when r approaches to 0, µ r converge to a positive measure µ weak*-ly on Ω with total mass Ω (dd c ϕ) and supported on ∂Ω. One calls the measure µ as the Monge-Ampére measure on the boundary associated with the exhaustion ϕ. Now we can introduce the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes which will be our main focus throughout this study , in ( |f | p dµ ϕ,r < ∞
The norm on these spaces is given by:
and with respect to these norm the spaces H Proof. Let |f | p has a harmonic majorant u on Ω. Then
by Lelong-Jensen formula and we know that ϕ is harmonic out of the compact set K so
for some constant C K and this bound is independent of r. Hence
For the converse, suppose f ∈ H p ϕ (Ω) and |f | p has no harmonic majorant. Then
Note that left hand side is bounded independent from r since f ∈ H p ϕ (Ω). Let us take a compact set F ⊂ Ω containing the support of △ϕ and {w} such that both ϕ and g Ω (z, w) are bounded on ∂F and bg Ω (z, w) ≤ ϕ ≤ cg Ω (z, w) holds on ∂F for some numbers b, c > 0. By the maximality of both ϕ and g Ω (z, w) on Ω \ F this inequality holds on Ω \ F also hence near boundary we have
Then by Theorem 3.1 of ( [4] , pg:11) for a positive constant a > 0 we have the following
and as r → 0 by Fatou lemma we have
the last limit is bounded since f ∈ H p ϕ (Ω) but the first integral goes to infinity by (7) . This contradiction proves the assertion therefore |f | p has a harmonic majorant.
Let Ω be a domain in C containing 0 and bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. Suppose g Ω (z, w) is the Green function of Ω with the logarithmic
is harmonic out of the compact set {w} by definition so by previous theorem we have f ∈ H p gΩ (Ω) is equivalent to the condition that |f | p has a harmonic majorant which is by definition means f ∈ H p (Ω).
Now we would like to compare Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes with the classical Hardy and Hardy-Smirnov spaces when Ω is a domain in C that is bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. First of all on Ω we have E p (Ω) = H p (Ω) by (Theorem 10.2, [7] ) and using Theorem 1.1 we see that for any exhaustion function ϕ which is harmonic out of a compact set we have 
Proof. (Without loss of generality assume p=1) In order to prove this result we will first construct an exhaustion function u with finite mass: Let D be the unit disc in C, and let ρ be the solution of the Dirichlet problem in the unit disc such that △ρ = 0 in D and ρ = f on ∂D where
. Then define u = f − ρ. We will first show that u is a continuous, subharmonic, exhaustion function for D: u is continuous:
4 dθ and both parts on the right hand side are in
u is an exhaustion: For this we should show that A c = {x | u(x) < c} is relatively compact in D for all c < 0. Suppose not then there exists a sequence x n in A c such that it has a subsequence x n k converging to boundary of D. Now x n k → x, |x| = 1 and u is continuous so u(x n k ) → u(x) but u(x n k ) < c so u(x) < c. This contradicts the fact that u = 0 on the boundary. Hence A c is relatively compact in D for all c and u is an exhaustion. Since we have a negative, continuous, subharmonic exhaustion function in D we can define Monge-Ampére measure µ u associated with u and we will show that total mass , µ u , of µ u is finite :
Hence µ u has finite mass. We know that for any continuous, negative, subharmonic exhaustion function u the Hardy space
,pg:13) but now we will show that the converse is not true by using the u(z) that we constructed above as exhaustion. Take F (z) =
First of all we want to show that F (z) ∈ H 1 (D) so we will show the following growth condition is satisfied:
and as r → 1 this integral converges for 2q < 1 and
Now we will show that
from the Lelong-Jensen formula,
second integral on the right hand side is non-negative so
|F (z)|△u now as r → 0
where the last inequality is due to Fatou lemma and on D, Let
has the boundary value function f * from the classical theory (Theorem 10, [13] ). In this section we will give an analogous characterization of the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces through these boundary value functions and boundary Monge-Ampére measure. Moreover we will show the relation between boundary Monge-Ampére measure and Euclidean measure on the boundary ∂Ω.
Proposition 2.1. Let u be a continuous, negative, subharmonic exhaustion function for Ω with finite Monge-Ampére mass then the boundary Monge-Ampére measure µ u and the Euclidean measure on ∂Ω are mutually absolutely continuous.
Proof. Let ϕ be a continuous function on ∂Ω and let the Poisson integral of ϕ be
then by Lelong-Jensen formula we have
and since ϕ is a continuous function on the boundary and µ u has finite mass we can use Fubini theorem to get
We will show that β(ξ) is dσ-integrable: First we see that β(ξ) ≥ 0 and
and since
Hence β ∈ L 1 (dσ) and we have
Remark 2. From the previous proof we see that for a fixed ξ ∈ ∂Ω, βr(ξ) which is defined as βr(ξ) = Bu(r)
converges to β(ξ) = Ω P (z, ξ)dd c u(z) by Monotone Convergence Theorem since βr ≥ 0 for allr and βr is increasing with respect tor. Now we will give the characterization of Poletsky-Stessin Hardy spaces H p u (Ω) through boundary value functions: Theorem 2.1. Let f ∈ H p (Ω) be a holomorphic function and u be a continuous, negative, subharmonic exhaustion function for
and using Fubini-Tonelli theorem we change the order of integration and get
Then the harmonic function being the Poisson integral of |f * | is the least harmonic majorant of |f | so by ( [6] , Theorem 4.5.4) we have
where g Ω (w, z) is the Green function of Ω with the logarithmic pole at the point z and by ( [3] ,Theorem 4.14), g Ω (w, z) is continuous on Ω and subharmonic in Ω hence we have
Now using the boundary version of Lelong-Jensen formula ( [3] ,Theorem 3.3) we get
by Remark 2 we know Su(r) P (z, ξ)dµ u,r is increasing and using Monotone Convergence Theorem as r → 0 we get (Ω) together with Monge-Ampére measures dµ u,r and the boundary MongeAmpére measure dµ u , it is possible to prove that the boundary value function f * is both weak and strong limit value for f ∈ H p u (Ω) (Details will be given in the thesis [18] Proof. First of all since H p u (Ω) ⊂ H p (Ω) by the above proposition it is obvious that f can be factored as f = IF where I is Ω-inner and F is Ω-outer. Now define the measureμ on ∂D asμ(E) = µ u (ψ(E)) for any measurable set E ⊂ ∂D then it is clear from the change of variables formula that |I • ψ| = 1 dμ-a.e. so
since u has finite Monge-Ampére mass and for the outer part
where B is a Blaschke product, S is a singular inner function and F is an outer function. The exhaustion u has finite mass so bounded functions belong to class H 1 u (D). Since B and S are bounded ( [7] ,pg:24), B, S ∈ H 1 u (D). As the outer function F (z) is concerned , we know F ∈ H 1 (D) so we have
and using the previous result, monotone convergence theorem and the fact that |f * | = |F * | (dt)-a.e. we get as r → 0:
In the classical H p space theory a useful tool for the proofs is that any analytic function f ∈ H 1 (D) can be expressed as a product of two functions , f = gh where both factors g and h ∈ H 2 (D). Now we will show that there is a similar factorization in the spaces 
Approximation
Let A(Ω) denote the algebra of holomorphic functions on Ω which are continuous on ∂Ω. We know that the algebra of holomorphic functions A(Ω) is dense in the classical Hardy spaces when Ω is a domain bounded by an analytic Jordan curve and we will show an analogous approximation result on H p u (Ω) where u is a negative, continuous, subharmonic exhaustion function on Ω with finite Monge-Ampére mass but before the result we should first mention some classes of analytic functions from the classical theory on the unit disc which will help us in the proof of approximation result: [7] ). We will also use the following result (Theorem 2.11, [7] ), which plays a crucial role in our approximation result:
Now we can give the approximation result for the Poletsky-Stessin Hardy classes H p u (Ω):
∂Ω γg * dµ u = 0 for all γ ∈ A(Ω) (*). Now we need the following lemma: Lemma 4.1. Let µ be a measure on the boundary ∂Ω of Ω which is orthogonal to A(Ω). Then µ is absolutely continuous with respect to dµ gΩ,0 which is the boundary Monge-Ampére measure with respect to the Green function with pole at 0.
Proof. The homomorphism "evaluation at 0" of A(Ω) has the representing measure dµ gΩ,0 on ∂Ω. Then by generalized F. and M. Riesz Theorem (Theorem 7.6, [14] ) the singular part µ s of µ with respect to dµ gΩ,0 is orthogonal to A(Ω) that is ∂Ω f dµ s = 0 for all f ∈ A(Ω) but on a domain like Ω, A(Ω) is dense in C(∂Ω) (Theorem 2.7, [14] ) so ∂Ω gdµ s = 0 for all g ∈ C(∂Ω). Hence dµ s = 0 and dµ << dµ gΩ,0 . Now by the above lemma and (*) we have g * dµ u << dµ gΩ,0 so by RadonNikodym Theorem we have g * dµ u = h * dµ gΩ,0 for some h * ∈ L 1 (dµ gΩ,0 ) and on a domain like Ω we have c 1 dµ gΩ,0 ≤ dσ ≤ c 2 dµ gΩ,0 so we have h * ∈ L 1 (dσ). Now consider the function
, and since ψ(0) = 0 and µ gΩ,0 is in fact the harmonic measure we have dµ g D,0 (e iθ ) = dµ gΩ,0 (ψ(e iθ )) and using ϕ = ψ −1 we get
for all n as a consequence of (*). Hence H * is the boundary value of an H 1 (D) function H then h which is defined as H = h•ψ is in the class E 1 (Ω) by the corollary of (Theorem 10.1, [7] ). Moreover since E 1 (Ω) = H 1 (Ω) we have h ∈ H 1 (Ω) and since ψ(0) = 0 we have h(0) = 0. Now take α ∈ H p u (Ω) and consider the analytic function αh
(Ω) by the corollary of (Theorem 10.1, [7] ) the function But right hand side goes to 0 since {g n } → g and {h n } → h in H 2 u (Ω) hence {g n h n } ∈ A(Ω) converges to f in H 1 u (Ω). Combining these two cases we see that A(Ω) is dense in H p u (Ω) for 1 ≤ p < ∞.
Composition Operators With Analytic Symbols
Let φ : Ω → Ω be a holomorphic self map of Ω. The linear composition operator induced by the symbol φ is defined by C φ (f ) = f • φ, f ∈ O(Ω). In 2003 Shapiro and Smith ( [17] ) showed that every holomorphic self map φ of Ω induces a bounded composition operator on the classical Hardy space H p (Ω). Moreover we know that being in the class H p v (Ω) where v is harmonic out of a compact set is equivalent to having a harmonic majorant hence any composition operator on a Hardy class generated by this sort of exhaustion function is also bounded. As a consequence of and ϕ has finite derivative near {1} so hence C ϕ is a bounded operator.
